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include monographs (Expertise and Explicitation in the Translation Process, Benjamins, 2005), several 

edited volumes and special issues of leading journals, and a large number of papers. For more information on 

current research, see https://www.su.se/english/profiles/benglund-1.183201 

 

 

Giulia Fabbris, Marina Buzzoni, Roberto Rosselli Del Turco 

University of Venice, University of Venice, University of Turin 

 

Approaches for handling multilingualism in complex manuscript traditions: 

text alignment and advanced features in the DEDM project 

 

The goal of this paper is to present the major theoretical challenges of the Digital Marco 

Polo (DEDM), an ongoing project developed at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice aiming at a 

critical reconstruction of the Devisement dou monde in an interactive frame. The thirteen 

most important versions of the tradition are taken into consideration, and a critical 

translation based on a new reconstruction hypothesis is provided. This project is the 

further development of Dei Viaggi di Messer Marco Polo [1], a digital edition on 

Ramusio’s edition of the Milione. On the website, a non-exhaustive bibliography on the 

tradition is available. 

The context is that of a multilingual tradition, since the selected witnesses are in 

Latin and medieval vernaculars, in particular French, Italian, Tuscan and Venetian. The 

mouvance [9] that characterizes the dynamic transmission of these texts required the 

adoption of a digital paradigm in order to overcome the limits of paper for such a complex 

manuscript tradition. The focus was mainly on linking named entities and realia among 

the fourteen texts, but also on the establishment of relationships between the different 

textual parts such as chapters, paragraphs and pericopes. Thanks to EVT 2 (cf. [2], [3] and 

[6]), the visualization software adopted for this project, the synoptic overview is already 

possible. However, the alignment of the different text sections still lacks an effective way to 

link the segments one to the other [8]. According to Yousef and Jänicke 2021’s survey on 

alignment tools, the solutions that best suit the collation of large text units (e.g., chapters) 

are sequence-aligned heat maps and side-by-side views. Almost all the tools investigated 

support shorter text fragments, but in our specific case we are interested also in the 

chapter level. Some examples going in this direction are Versioning Machine, Lera and 

iteal. They all offer side-byside visualization, yet with different representational solutions 

(cf. [7], [5] and [4]). Starting from the Gothenburg model, which was designed to have a 

common base for collaborating in the development of collation tools, the authors 

developed a three-step model for the visual analysis of text alignment in general, namely 

pre-processing, alignment and visual analysis. After a detailed philological analysis, the 

thirteen medieval redactions of our project have been aligned and encoded in TEI/XML at 

the chapter level with the critical text. However, a complete visual correspondence is still 

absent. 

Future developments in the project will include a deeper level of encoding for the 

alignment of paragraphs and pericopes, a more advanced management of named entities 

and realia and a more sophisticated visualization with a dedicated view in EVT 3. 

  

https://www.su.se/english/profiles/benglund-1.183201
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David Gibbons 

Independent Researcher 

 

Manzoni and the Plague: How Translation Can Illuminate Textual History 

 

This paper is based on the conviction that translation has more to tell us about the textual 

history of literary classics than is often admitted. Its focus is on Manzoni’s I Promessi 

Sposi, the genesis of which is almost as famous as the novel itself. The main stages in the 

composition process are known best for the comprehensive revision made by Manzoni in 

his attempt to arrive at a truly national language. Equally interesting, however, is the 

content of these revisions, where one of the main issues is the inclusion of historical detail 

which, while providing indispensable background to the characters’ story, when excessive, 

is also feared by the author to be self-indulgent and so morally questionable. Perhaps the 

clearest example of this dilemma at work is in the section of the novel dealing with the 

plague of 1630. In view of the recent pandemic these chapters are remarkably topical, in 

particular for the way in which Manzoni depicts the formation of public opinion, as it 

moves from rumour to doubt and eventually to certainty, in all its aspects and with all its 

consequences, including legal. Paradoxically, Manzoni’s authorly practice appears to move 

in the opposite direction, reflecting increasing uncertainty over what to include and what 

to leave out. One example of this is the Storia della colonna infame, a critical analysis of 

the documents from the trials of the men accused of spreading the plague. Originally 

conceived as a chapter of the novel, it was expanded to form a historical appendix and then 

shelved for the novel’s first publication in 1827, before being taken up again and published 

later, heavily edited, as an integral part of the second 1840 edition. Such authorial 

indecision has been mirrored by the novel’s translation, for the translators appear to have 

been equally bemused by the same questions. Some indeed omitted the plague chapters 

entirely; and while the I Promessi Sposi has been translated as many as ten times into 

English, the Storia has been translated just twice, on one occasion not with the novel but 

with another work entirely. The other translation of the Storia is found in the anonymous 

edition of the novel published by Longman in 1845, the only one of the early translations 

ostensibly based on Manzoni’s 1840 rather than his 1827 text. However, the translator also 

used an earlier French translation for assistance, based not merely on the 1827 text but on 

a pirated version of it with important variants. And while the Storia is indeed included in 

this translation, the plague chapters of the novel were edited, almost as though to 
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